Chapter News
Metro Atlanta
The 11 September 1991 meeting was held at Morrison's
Cafe in Atlanta. The meeting was well attended with
27 members in attendance.
Carlos Garza, meteorologist in charge from the
Weather Service Forecast Office in Atlanta, and Garrit
Hoogenboom, agrometeorologist at the University of
Georgia, were the featured speakers. Both gentlemen
gave an excellent talk on how the National Weather
Service in Atlanta is organizing their efforts to give
strong weather support for the upcoming Olympic
Games in 1996 to be held throughout the Atlanta area.
Garza was at NSFO Los Angeles for the 1984 Olympics and was able to share first-hand knowledge of
what was done weatherwise then. Since Atlanta was
awarded the role of the host city to the 1996 Olympic
Games, the USOC has requested some climo data
from NWSFO Atlanta for various sites around Georgia
to select the venue for the equestrian events. The
University of Georgia already had some portable,
automated instruments, so they were called upon by
the NWS to help in a five-week climo study of five sites
this past summer. Hoogenboom spoke about this data
and has worked with Garza to present this data to the
USOC. The USOC is still studying the data. The five
sites were Gainesville, Rabun Gap, Dalton, Rome,
and South Fulton County.
Carlos said that during the 1984 games, the NWS
brought in ten additional forecasters and four others,
two from Canada and two from France, mainly for
French interpreting. The NWS issued 20 forecasts per
day with expected conditions given in 3-hr intervals
and frequent updates. They had a special frequency
for NOAA Weather Radio and numerous transmitters
around Los Angeles. The weather observation network consisted of approximately 95 sites from existing
National Weather Service, Federal Aviation Administration, DOD, and Air Quality locations.
Carlos also said that the Atlanta NWS will be ready
to provide top-notch forecasts for the 1996 games. He
plans to extend an invitation to other private weather
companies to volunteer their help and support. The
1996 games will be held in downtown Atlanta, Stone
Mountain, Wolf Creek, Savannah (yachting events),
and to be determined equestrian site.
The chapter's next meeting is planned for 9 October 1991, with Georgia Power presenting their Composite Radar and Lightning Detection Networks, as
well as "How a Major Utility Deals with Weather."
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North Texas
The first meeting of the 1991-92 season was held at
the North Richland Hills Community Center on 23
September 1991. The featured speaker was Kenneth
C. Crawford of the Oklahoma Climatological Survey
and associate professor at the University of Oklahoma. Crawford spoke on the development and establishment plans for the Oklahoma Mesonetwork, a
statewide system of observations to support meteorological, hydrological, and agricultural operations in the
state of Oklahoma.
Crawford said that plans for a mesonetwork originated with agricultural interests associated with the
Oklahoma State University in the early 1980s and
gained further momentum after the Tulsa Flood in
1984. Program plans began in earnest after the U.S.
Department of Energy expressed interest in the mid1980s.
According to Crawford, 107 observation sites will
be established in 1992, reporting temperature, humidity, wind direction and speed, rainfall, solar radiation,
and soil moisture every 15 min by radio through the
Oklahoma Law Enforcement Teletype System
(OLETS). The OLETS will forward the observations to
a central computer that will be available to users
through a modem and a personal computer. A solar
panel will provide power at the site.
The system is expected to pay dividends in agriculture, education, energy, research, and water and
range management, as well as provide support for
flood forecasts and warnings, drought response, toxic
chemical spills, and recreational activities. Full commissioning is anticipated for December 1992.

Note to
Chapter Members
Please submit summaries of recent
chapter events to the news editor,
American Meteorological Society, 45
Beacon Street, Boston 02108-3693.
Summaries should be submitted as
soon as possible after an event takes
place.
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